
App Functions Pro: TechConnect Zoom (Zoom LTI) Con: TechConnect Zoom (Zoom LTI) Pro: ConferZoom LTI Con: ConferZoom LTI

Canvas Navigation 1) App will continue to appear in Canvas navigation  
2) New name: TechConnect Zoom  3) Zoom user 
interface - easy to read, less confusion for the user.  
3) Seamless change, quicker adaption for end 
users

None 1) ConferZoom app appears in Canvas 
navigation. 2) No changes in the existing 
interface.

1) Interface is different than the Zoom interface.  2) More 
challenging for new end user adoption.

Canvas Calendar Integration available None None Integrations is not available
Views 1) Teacher & Student Views  2) Uses the Zoom 

interface view.
None 1) Teacher & Student Views remain 1) More challenging for new end user adoption.

Import meetings from zoom platform to Canvas coursBring meetings into Canvas that were scheduled 
outside of Canvas

None None Unable to import meetings from Zoom.

Scheduling 1) LTI Connects directly into Zoom end user 
account. 2) Options to select settings on a per 
meeting basis

None Limited. 1) Uses only the default settings in users Zoom account.  2) 
No options on a per meeting basis. 3) Edit a meeting is 
limited to only date/time/title.

Recurring Meeting 1) One meeting ID  2) Edit date/title reflects on all 
dates in the series.

1) Edit the entire series, not individual meetings.2) 
Workaround: edit in the desktop app, and will update 
Canvas.  Bug been reported to Zoom.

1) Recurring meetings are individual meetings 2) Each date 
has a different ID 3) Must edit each meeting individually.

Sharing Live Meeting Links Copy/share invitation same as Zoom meetings Invite others' only done from within the live meeting Provide a link via email from within 
Canvas

Provide a link to connect outside of Canvas requires 
creation of a new link

Quick launch meetings None Quick Launch' not available Quick Launch' available none
End-User Access  (Teacher) Connects to Zoom.  Easy access to: 1) Upcoming 

meetings 3) Previous meetings 4) Cloud 
recordings

Zoom labeling is different  than the current LTI 
(Events, Recordings)

Custom labeling: Events, Recordings, 
Appointment Booking

Scheduled events do not appear in Zoom account until 
event is launched.

Recording Access View recordings when processed. None View recordings when processed. Recordings have to pass through the 3rd party LTI before it 
downloads into Canvas.

Recording Storage Cloud storage in Zoom. Storage policy being developed; the current no limit 
storage time will be changed to a limited amouint time 
in the Zoom cloud. In preparation, colleges should 
communicate with users to delete recordings that are 
not needed, register for a 3CMedia Solutions account, 
consider uploading important recordings into their 
3CMedia account.

Cloud storage in Zoom. Storage policy being developed; the current no limit storage 
time will be changed to a limited amouint time in the Zoom 
cloud. In preparation, colleges should communicate with 
users to delete recordings that are not needed, register for 
a 3CMedia Solutions account, consider uploading important 
recordings into their 3CMedia account.

Attendance Reports View Previous Meetings > Reports None View Event > Attendance Attendance reports have to pass through the 3rd party LTI 
before it downloads into Canvas.

Appointment Booking Teacher schedules meeting with feature 
restrictions to control who joins, i.e., password or 
Waiting Room. Alternative Host can be set up for a 
different teacher within the course to launch the 
session.

No 'Appointment Booking' option for students to select 
and book a time slot.

Appointment Booking for 1:1 sessions.  
Student have the option to select and 
book a time slot.

No 'Student View' for appointments booked by a student.
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